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Level: Fundamental

10 Week Training Program: Marathon Base Phase

Who is This Program For?

This program is ideal for someone who runs 3 - 4 times per week and is aiming to run a marathon. If you have trained
for shorter distances, such as 10km or half-marathon and now feel ready to take the step up to a full marathon then this
program is for you. If you want to train for a marathon but still feel like this program is too tough then we recommend
first starting with one of our 5km, 10km or half-marathon programs and progressing your training from there.

This is a 10 week 'Base Phase' program designed to help prepare your body for the specific training you will do as you
get closer to marathon race day. See our notes on 'Base Training' in the accompanying notes for more details about
what this means. You should aim to start this program 20 weeks out from the date of your race. When you are 10
weeks out from the date of your race, switch to our Marathon Race Preparation Program. This program includes an
average of 4 runs per week as well as some 'non-running' based workouts, such as circuit training, throughout the
program.

Program Overview

Sharing This Program

Please share this program with your friends, family and training partners and help each other become better runners!
Please feel free to share this program on social media; tag us using the Instagram handle below and use the hashtag
#Trainsmarterrunfaster so we can see your training progress!
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Training Session

Level: FundamentalWeek 1 Marathon Base Training

40' easy run + 2 - 3 x 15 seconds relaxed strides
+ 10' of core stability work after the run

rest

Fartlek: 5x (3' fast, 1' easy, 1' fast, 1 easy)

40' - 60' easy run + circuit training

rest

90' long-run at an easy to moderate pace

Run should be nice and relaxed, keep it easy. 
After the run, perform 10 minutes of core exercises (see
notes for more details on easy runs and strides)

Circuit: strength training (see accompanying notes for more
details)
You can do the run and circiut as morning and evening
sessions, or you can do the circuit right after the run

Keep the first 45' at an easy pace, then 3 x (10' moderate + 5'
easy). Total of 90'
See notes on moderate running

rest

Total = 30’ of non-stop running, of which 20’ is fast and 10’ is
easy. Aim to do the 3’ reps at threshold to 10K pace. The 1’
reps at 10-5K pace.
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Training Session

Level: FundamentalWeek 2Marathon Base Training

5 - 8 x 20" hill reps with 60" slow jog back down
as recovery. After the final hill sprint, do 5' easy
jog followed by 15' tempo run

30 - 40' easy + circuit training

5 x 6' fast (recovery = 2' easy jog)

rest

No 'long-run' this week, but today is still a 50 - 70' easy run to
finish the week. You can increase the pace to moderate if you
feel good, but keep it very controlled and comfortable

Hill reps should be hard efforts, with powerful strides and
short ground contact time. If you are not used to doing hill
reps then start with 5 reps today.
15' tempo: Threshold effort (see notes for more details)

rest

See program notes on circuit training for more details. You
can do the run and circuit as morning and evening sessions,
or you can do the circuit right after the run

50 - 70' easy run + 6 - 8 x 15 seconds relaxed strides

40 - 50' easy run + 10' of core stability work
Run should be nice and relaxed,  After the run, perform 10
minutes of core exercises (see notes for more details on core
stability)

First 4 reps at threshold effort, last rep you can push hard
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Training Session

Level: FundamentalWeek 3Marathon Base Training

10 x 400m (rec = 90" walk or rest)

rest

25' tempo run

rest

55 - 65' easy run + circuit training

If you have not done more than 15 - 16km recently, then
today keep the run to around 18 - 20km. Otherwise, you can
go a bit longer, up to 22km

rest

A hard workout at faster than 5km race pace (approx 3k
pace). At the end of the workout you should feel like you can
do 1 or 2 reps more but no more than that.

18 - 22K easy long-run

Keep the run easy. See notes on circuit training for more
details on this. You can do the run and circuit as morning and
evening sessions, or you can do the circuit right after the run

At threshold effort. See notes on threshold and tempo
running for more details
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Training Session

Level: FundamentalWeek 4Marathon Base Training

6 x 1000m (on track or road)
Rec = 90" easy jog or walk

50 - 70' easy run + circuit training

rest

Start at 10k race effort, if this feels comfortable then pick up
the pace in the last 2 - 3 reps (see notes on interval training
for more)

40 - 50' easy run + 2 - 3 x 15 seconds strides 
+ 10' of core stability work

1h40' progressive long run

rest

rest

First 60' at easy pace, then 30' progression building up the
pace from easy, to moderate and finishing at threshold effort.
finish with 10' back at easy pace

Keep the run easy. See notes on core stability and strides
training for more details on these

See notes on circuit training for more details on this. You can
do the run and circuit as morning and evening sessions, or
you can do the circuit right after the run
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Training Session

Level: FundamentalWeek 5Marathon Base Training

30 - 45' easy run + circuit exercises 

5 x 7' at threshold pace
rec = 2' easy jog

try to keep the first 4 reps to threshold effort and then push a
little harder in the last rep

rest

60' easy run

45' easy run + 10' of core exercises

rest

Nice and easy today

Keep the run easy and the circuit exercises relatively light
today

6 x 30" hill reps with 90" slow jog back down as
recovery. After the final hill sprint, do 5' easy jog
followed by 15' tempo run

Hill reps should be hard efforts, with powerful strides and
short ground contact time. 
15' tempo: Threshold effort (see notes for more details on
threshold)
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Training Session

Level: FundamentalWeek 6Marathon Base Training

50 - 70' easy + circuit

30' tempo run

rest

12 x 400m 
rec = 75" walk/rest

22 - 24Km long-run

rest

rest

No jogging in the recovery this time, so you can focus on
pushing harder in the 400m reps. Target pace should slightly
faster than 5k race pace

Same as 3 weeks ago, but now 5' longer. Try to keep the
same average pace as you did 3 weeks ago

Try to run 2km further than you ran in the long run 3 weeks
ago. The pace can be according to your feeling, keep it
mostly easy, but if you feel good you can pick it up to a
moderate pace

You can do the run and circuit as morning and evening
sessions, or you can do the circuit right after the runWednesday
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Training Session

Level: FundamentalWeek 7Marathon Base Training

5 x 1200m (on track or road)
rec = 2' easy jog or walk between intervals

60' easy run + circuit training

45 - 55' easy + 3 - 4 x 15 seconds strides
+ 10' of core stability work

1h45' long run with some moderate efforts inside
the run

rest

Rest

First 45' at an easy pace, then 3 x (15' at moderate pace, 5'
easy). Total of 1h45' of running

This is a tough workout. You should aim for approximately
10km race pace for this, but you may need to slightly slightly
slower than that and build up the pace. Run the ;last rep hard

rest

Keep the run nice and easy since you are still recovering from
yesterday's tough session. See notes for more info on circuit
training
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Training Session

Level: FundamentalWeek 8Marathon Base Training 

rest

30 - 45' easy + circuit training

40 - 50' run easy + 10' of core stability work

rest

8 x 30" hill reps 
Rec = slow jog back down hill (approx 90" - 2') 
Then 5' easy jog followed by 15' tempo run

50 - 70' easy + 8x 15 seconds fast strides

Same as week 5 and week 2, now with more hill reps

4 x 8' fast 
rec = 2'

Keep this relatively light today since you have a hard
workout tomorrow

All intervals should be at threshold effort, you can increase
the pace towards the end of the last rep
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Training Session

Level: FundamentalWeek 9Marathon Base Training

50 - 60' easy + 3 - 4 x 15'' strides
+  circuit training

35' tempo run

15 x 400m 
rec = 1' rest

26km long run

rest

Rest

Pace of today's run should be according to your feeling.
Keep it mostly at easy pace, but if you feel good you can
pick it up to a moderate pace or slightly faster towards the
end.

rest

This should be done between half marathon and threshold
effort. Start in a controlled way and increase the pace
towards the end of the run if you can. See tempo running
notes for more details

Aim to do these reps at your 5k race pace

You can do the run and circuit as morning and evening
sessions, or you can do the circuit right after the runWednesday
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Training Session

Level: FundamentalWeek 10Marathon Base Training

10' - 8' - 6' - 4' - 2'
rec = 2' easy jog

40 - 50' easy + core stability work

80 - 90' long-run + 2 - 3 x 15'' strides

rest

rest

rest

pace according to your feeling. Keep it relatively
comfortable, but you can go to moderate pace if you feel
good

This week will be a slightly easier week so that you can be
fresh and ready for marathon preparation to start next week.
So take the easy runs nice and easy

30' easy + circuit training

10' at marathon - half marathon effort
8' & 6' at threshold effort
4' at 10 effort and 2' at 5k effort

You can do the run and circuit as morning and evening
sessions, or you can do the circuit right after the runWednesday


